
Blue sounds have been
Delivered to the target 
destination.  This follows 
the Active Pull List.

Name the sound will be
given when it is Delivered.  
Type here to override (will 
show in Bold).
Overrides remain in effect
even if you switch to
another Pull List.

Click the Pull Button to add
a sound to the Active Pull
List.
A darkened Pull Button
indicates that the sound has
been added to the Pull List.

Pick a Pull List to work with
   Stop working with the currently active Pull List

Create a new Pull List
   View the active Pull List

Filter the current display
Recall the previous search request

Display all sounds in the active Pull List

Click to set the Destination
Folder.

Audition this sound.
hold "shift" to bring
audition app to front.

Deliver this sound
immediately.

Show the Destination
Folder in the Finder.

Play Previous/Next sound,
Play and Stop.

Add to Favorite List

Shift-select an area of a sound using dCode
then click here to send only the selected area
to the Pull List.  This allows for delivering a 
portion of the whole sound file.

Vital Info for the Active Pull List:
Agency/Producer, Client/Project Title.
Click to view the Pull List.

Indicates the current
Target Application and Format.
Click to go to the Settings page.
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If you are in Single-User Mode,
clicking here will turn you into a 
Server. 

Be sure to visit the Setup Page
every time you switch projects or 
change to another Pro Tools Session.

If using dCode, the sounds will
be delivered to this application.

If you don't have dCode at your
workstation, you can use an

alternate audition application.

Choose how you'd like your files
to be named as they are delivered.
Desicriptive names are pulled from the 
beginning of the sound's Description field.

Preview of the what your Renaming
Preferences will generate.

When using dCode, Create Overviews
will save Pro Tools some extra time.

Recalls the Target Folder from the last
time you logged in.

Any sound you Deliver from the Main DB
will be automatically added to the active
Pull List.

"Regions Only" works 
with Pro Tools and
dCode only.  The files 
will be delivered with 
their original filenames, 
but descriptive names 
will appear in the 
Pro Tools region bin.

Click here to go immediately to the
Pull List Chooser.

Choose the working format
for your current project.

Setup Legend
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Displays the length of the sound.

If a Selection was made through dCode, 
a Bullet "•" will appear, and the selected
range in seconds will appear.
"•0-37" means that the first 37 seconds 
of the soundfile will be delivered.

To set a selection, shift-audition the sound
(to bring dCode to the front), shift-drag in
dCode to select, then return to sfxDB and
click here to grab the range from dCode.

Recall Position is
handy if the display
scrolls out of range.

Remove this entry.

Scan shows you the 
sound in context of
the adjacent sounds
in the DB.  
For instance, the 
adjacent tracks on 
the source CD for 
commercial library 
sounds.

Copies the list and formats
it as emailable text.

Navigate to the Main DB
and perform searches etc.

Prints the list.

Delete this list.

Tag All

Indicates this
is the currently

active list

Clear all Tags

Tag/Untag sound

Deliver Sound

Audition Sound
(hold Shift to bring

 dCode to the front)

Shaded sounds have been Delivered.

Pull List Legend
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